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ter State College;, one ofthe oldest public colleges in America, first opened
its doqts in September 18410. Nicholas Tillinghast, a graduate ofWest Point and a former
instructor at the Academy, was-the first principal ofth| school. There were sevenmen and
twent^one%w(fenen inwitSaA_ graduating class.
Former Town Hall's first floor was the schools$1^% from 1840 to 1846 until a\
;
w3smmUmd o*it the^resentq4^igle in 1921; this was the first
buildjj8ger&\ed in Am£f4af lor the preparation ofteachers. lAlso, at this time the schootilf
was allowed to award dnly the Bachelor of Science dejgreej However, in 1932 the school [y
becaifte Bridgewater State Tether's College, an4 fel93Z3fce college began
graduate Courses. A fuH-flefdfed, multi-purpose liberafarts cinaculumwasintroducedA









































Today, the college * hassgfow^ to .itffrge. tl
two-hundred and seventy fpfi-tiitife faci& While jn:
and teacher education, BSC has expaiu
? » ft. * a. *J>* a! •* «T * ;^A. I
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To the members of the class of 2001
:
Yours is a class that made history from the moment your freshman year began.
First, you were destined to be a class that would begin its studies in one century and end
them in another. Second, that day in September of 1997 when the academic year
started, the pedestrian passageway uniting East and West campuses opened, and thus
your class is the first to spend a full four years at Bridgewater able to move easily
between the two halves of the college. And third, just two weeks after your arrival here,
the MBTA's Old Colony Line resumed service after a 40-year hiatus, and yours became
the first class at the college since the late 1950's to have full access to-and-from Boston
and stops in between via commuter rail.
Such were the circumstances of your auspicious beginning at Bridgewater, and the
ensuing years were equally eventful both for you and for the college.
This is especially true in the area of technology, where you were in the vanguard of true
pioneers in the use of computers for educational purposes (registering for courses online
and accessing the resources of the Maxwell Library from anywhere on or off campus are
just two of the technological innovations that were introduced at Bridgewater during your
years here). By the time your senior year arrived, the college had been chosen by
Internet Life magazine as one of the "100 Most Wired Colleges in America."
Beyond technology, yours are recalled as milestone years at your alma mater. For
example, the new School of Management and Aviation Science was opened, new
master's degree programs in public administration and business management were
introduced, and we began planning for the construction of four new major buildings. In
addition, we launched the college's first public endowment campaign with the aim of
raising $10 million dollars to support student scholarships and faculty research. The
positive impact of all these efforts will be felt at Bridgewater for many generations to
come.
For your part, you will recall your Bridgewater years from a different - but no less
important - perspective. If your college experience was typical, you will look back and
remember with great fondness the friends you made and the many opportunities you
had to grow in knowledge, thanks primarily to the faculty who served as your teachers,
guides and mentors.
I hope that the good memories you take from your Bridgewater experience will be a
source of inspiration for you in the years to come, and that throughout your life you will
use your talent, skills and energy to be productive in your career and helpful to your
fellow citizens. The seal on your diploma bears Bridgewater's motto - "Not to be
Ministered Unto but to Minister" - and that is both a challenge and a goal that each
graduate is expected to embrace.
Even though your undergraduate studies at Bridgewater have come to a close, there
is a part of you that remains here forever. On behalf of our entire campus family, I hope
t**A * in:





The 2001 Yearbook Staff proudly
dedicates this year's book to Regina
"Reggie" Gross, who retiredfrom the Move-




As a full Profes-
sor of Kinetics at
Bridgewater State,
Ms. Gross also has
coached women's
basketball from
1967 to 1969 and
1972 to 1978 and
softballfrom 1971
to 1973. During
hertenure asheadwomen's basketball coach,
her teams had only one losing season and
even competed in numerous post-season
tournaments.
This remarkable lady even served as
Bridgewater State College's firstwoman ath-
letic director from 1973 to 1978, a time
when only nine sports were offered. Born
in Auburn, Maine, she graduated from Bos-
ton University, Columbia University, and
Springfield College and was probably most
proud of her induction into the Bridgewater
State College Athletic Hall of Fame and the
New England Women's Sports Hall of Fame.
Up above: Regina Gross and Mary Lou Thornberg
(Physical Education, 1968)
To the right: Reggie Gross, Mary Lou Thornberg, and
Dr. Mary Moriarty (Physical Education, 1969)
For Reggie
Do Not Stand At My Grave and Weep,
I Am Not There I Do Not Sleep
I Am a Thousand Winds That Blow.
I Am The Diamond Glints On Snow.
I Am The Sunshine On Ripened Grain,
I Am The Gentle Autumn Rain.
When You Awaken In the Mornings Hush,
I Am The Swift Uplifting Rush, Of Quiet Birds In Circled Flight.
I Am The Soft Stars That Shine At Night
Do Not Stand At My Grave And Cry, I Am Not There I Did Not Die
Author Unknown
Faculty and Friends Honor
"Reggie's" Memory
"She was a wise and informed mentor...she always spoke
from her heart...."
Dr. Kilbourne
"She served us for many years
with dedication, distinction,
and the highest degree ofpro-
fessionalism."
Dr. Yeskewicz
"She was a dedicated pro-
fessor who always made time
for students orfor faculty seek-
ing her advice or counsel.
Reggie had an amazing sense
of humor [and] an astute sense
of fairness."
Dr. Humphreys
"Reggie was well-loved by
her students because she had
a great way of explaining
things. She was always available to her students and...always
focused on the students' needs."
Dr. Anderson





The college promises that by 2002 we will
have an 84,000 square foot athletic complex,
including a fitness center and indoor track.
Construction has also begun on a new dining
facilityand an air-conditioned residence hall
with a bookstore, convenience store, and
coffee shop.
Students rally in support of teachers,
who have been working for three years
without a contract.
2000 American Baseball Coaches Associa-
tion selected baseball coach Rick Smith as
Division IIINewEngland Coach ofthe Year.
SGA spends thou-
sands to furnish the
Campus Center with
furniture and to in-






the college as the
Lower Great Hill lot
lost dozens of spaces
due to a crosswalk
and commuters who
continue to arrive be-
fore 7 a.m. to find
spots.





















kicks off its fall season
with a modernized
Twelfth Night and Hotel
<VAmour, a musical French
farce that entertained sold-












headed to coach Divi-






stuns and amuses the BSC
community with his weekly
column "Between the Sheets"
in The Comment.















1. Jennifer Cullen and Melanie Medeiros show offtheir t-
shirts at the Student Activities Fair.
2. Dan Darcy takes a moment out of his busy schedule to
talk with Chris Pray.
3. Chelsey Wetherell works very hard to keep the soccer
ball in control while dribbling down the field.
4. The Bridgewater State College marching band plays in
the stands during the Homecoming game and keeps the
spirits high.
5. Rob Bruckner and his partner Jess are working hard at
the WBIM radio station trying to keep their listeners
happy.
6. Seto Berry has a drink of water after playing
extremely hard against UMass Dartmouth.
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7. Colleen GallagherandAmyRiendeau stay outside during the
Activities Fair as they wait for people to sign up for the Student
Government Association.
8. These boys really got into the Mardi Gras spirit with their
masks, beads and women's clothing. Don't they look pretty ?
9. The players meet with their coach to plan the next play
in their contest against UMASS Dartmouth.
10. After the big Homecoming parade, some of the girls
from Gama Phi Beta show off their festive attire.
into school spirit
One Step
1. Melissa Bergeron works very intently on painting a
backround for her still life project in art class.
2. BSC students rush to type their essays in the computer
lab.
3. In the Campus Center, Pat Duffy studies intently for his
upcoming exam.
4. Bridgewater State College artist chips away at a
sculpture for his class.
5. Katie Barber reviews notes on the steps of the Campus
Center auditorium.
6. Creating a stained glass project can be a difficult task for
one has to be certain that all the pieces fit perfectly.
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7. Two studious students consult the reference materials in
the Maxwell Library for their class project.
8. It's always nice to study amongst the trees in front of
Boyden Hall.
9. Chris Beamish watches as Mike Shea explains a
complicated program on their computer.
10. Highlighting the important material, the pupil at-




1. Amy Delia Posta, Mike McLuskey and Mary Mcglynn
meet after class to gossip about the latest dorm scandal.
2. Carli Souza, Marcus Dennett, Bri Gillon, and James
Barrett enjoy Dunkies while chatting in the commuter
cafeteria.
3. This BSC student grinds her teeth in frustration while
studying in the lower level of the campus center.
4. Two students sit on the steps ofBoyden Hall as they vent
their frustrations over the difficult History test they just
completed.
5. Scott Glaiser, Larissa Morrison, and Christine Wilber
meet and discuss Human Anatomy before their next class.
6. Chris Benvie, Jen O'Connell, and Dan Staples are all
sporting their shades outside the Campus Center.
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7. Three good friends, Geema St. Claire, April Silvia, and Jen
Pohl catch up on the latest gossip before heading off to class.
8. KellyJohnson hugs her favorite station manager, Donovan
Fauvelle, in the WBIM office.
9. Two students play video games at Shea/Durgin hall
course, after finishing their homework.
o
10. Waiting in anticipation, an avid BSC pool player prays tha




















1. Chris Cautillo thoroughly enjoys his chicken stir-fry as
he relaxes on the Campus Center floor.
2. These three Bridgewater State students show that
"white girls can jump" as they playfully leap in the Moon
Walk during Homecoming Weekend.
3. Kristen Dethmaso paints a wash for a still life in the
art building.
4. Women's soccer superstar charges towards the goal in
hopes of scoring.
5. Louis Rosa and Claudia Soares happily utilize their
free time by playing computer games .
6. This BSC student prepares for his initial leap onto the
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Saul Auslander, Patricia Bancroft, Carleton Donchess,
Shannon Donovan, Kathleen Sevigny, Harold Silverman,
Joseph Stanford
• . • ..*»*




Bacfc Ron; (L to K): Mercedes
Nunez, Roger Dunn,
Dorothy Pulsifer, Robert Ward





Veronica Cote Michael Farley
William Heerman, Ronald Buskey, Veronica Cote,
Michael Farley, Michael Sloan.
fe t* «* 4f <f
Biological Sciences






D. Shanmugasundaram Audra Kennedy Sandra Whelan
Hardy Moore Donald Padgett Jeffery Bowen
21
Chemical Sciences
(L to R): Edward Brush, Frank Gorga, Vahe Marganian,
Chifuru Noda, Cielito DeRamos-King




Communication Studies & Theatre Arts
BackRovj (L to R): Arthur Lizie,
Susan Miskelly, Susan Holton,
James Quinn, Arthur Dirks,
Henry Shaffer
Front Row (L to R):
Thomas Mickey, Nancy Moses,





(L to R): Robert Hellstrom, Glenn Miller, Jacek Sulanozvski, Vernon Domingo,
James Hayes-Bohanan, Bettina Aten, Peter Saccocia, Madhu Rao
tfe • * t& «F
Economics






















Ruth Farrar, Joy Turpie
*fc *£ 1$ ft ft
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_ •& English A
(
JBacfc Rozi; (L to R): Thomas Gurley, Charles Angell, Charles /^ C
Nickerson, Phil Tabakow )"=— )
Middle Row (L to R):
Hal DeLisle, Lois Poule,
Clifford Wood, D'Ann George,
Marcia Anderson, Lee Torda,
Mike Boyd, Bill Smith
Front Row (L to R):
Judith Stanton, Leslie Angell,





(L to R): Stanley Hamilton, Duilio Ayalamacedo, Atandra





Andrew Harris, Leonid Heretz,
Andrew Holman, Michael lerardi, 1


















Jeanne Aurelio, Jon Bryan,
Craig Cowles, Ely Dorsey,
Mercer Fellouris, Helene Fine,
Peter Georgelas, Sylvia Keyes,
Frederick Sheppard,
Frank Sterrett
fc +* •* €p <&
Mathematics & Computer Science
(L to R): Richard Quindley,
Ward Heilman, lima Shama,
Paul Fairbanks, Philip Scalisi,








Back Row (L toR): Amos Nwosu, Kathleen Laquale,
Robert Haslam, Lydia Burak, Joseph Huber, Janice Har-
ris, Cheryl Hitchings, John Kilbourne, Paul Dubois,
Myrtle Buron
Front Row (L to R): Sam Baumgarten, Marcia Anderson, Edward Hart, Pam
Humphreys, Robert Frederick
fe t? •* fc $
Music
BackRow (L to R): Salil Sachdev,
David Garcia, Steven Young
fS *? •* «!f <fc *
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(L to R): Robert Fitzgibbons,
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Physics
(L to R): Jeff Williams,
Marcia Webb, Martina B. Arndt,
Dennis Kuhl, Ed Deveney
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Political Science
Front Row (L to R):
Victor DeSantis, Kathleen Young,
George Sena










Susan Todd, Kenneth Wolkon
Back Row (L to R): Shaheen
Mozaffar, David Hill, Brendan
Burke, Mike Kryzanek
* • :« . & * <







Louise Graham, Anne Hird,
Kathryn Lusteg,
Joanne Newcombe, Maxine Rawlins, Charles Robinson, Frederick Tirrell,
Lynne R. Yeamans, Mary Frances Zilonis, Raymond ZuWallack
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Sandra Faiman-Silva, Patricia Fanning, Diana Fox,
Richard Henry, Curtiss Hoffman, William Levin,
Kim Maclnnis, Carolyn Petrosino, Abraham Thomas
& %* t$ €p
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History Professor Leonid Heretz
*fe 1$ « fc f&
Special Education & Communication Disorders
(LtoR): RobertMacMillan,
Kathy McNamara,






Of Administration and Finance
Back Row (L to R): Laura Machado, Dana Mohler-Faria,
Margarida Vieira
Front Row (L to R): Nancy Pendelton, Cindy Myers,
Susan McCombe
»* Admissions
Back Row (L to R): Jennifer Murray, Elizabeth Mizaras,
Cynthia Coates,Andrea Frisoli,Aisha Knight, Tim Campbell,
Rosella DeTerra, Alisa Anrade, Linda Warren
FrontRow (L to R): Steve King, Marian Spencer, Dwight
Cook
.* Davis Alumni Center «
M
wjf Affirmative Action/Minority Affairs& Equal Opportunity
Back Row (L to R): Lisa Nocers, Pat Lownds, Anthony
Louveuti, Michelle Slavick, Barbara LaFrance,
jane Rae Bradford
FrontRow (L to R): CandaceMaguire, Patti Cunningham,
Lauraine Daniels
Back Row (L to R): Ann Matthews, Alan Comedy





Back Row (L to R): Susan Crosby-Tangen, Susan Chaves,
Sandra Morgrage, Janet McGuire
FrontRow (L to R): John Harper, Nicole Castonguay, Gayle
Olson, Dave Farrell, Mike Holbrook, Ken Duarte
Missing: Mike Storey
Jack Murphy, Vicki DePaolis, Diane Leurini, Paul
Provencher, Missy White






Emilie Bent, Lucy Cummings, Sandra Flathers, Gloria
Heaslip, Joan Mulrooney, Elaine Viveiros
Chief David Tillinghast; Officers: Anderson, Bell, Benson,
Best, Cabral, Cardella, Crandall, Delmonte, Donovan, Dos
Santos, Dunajski, Fagan, Froio, Fruzzetti, Gagnon, Garri-
son, Harris, Green, Johnson, Kayser, Kovalski, Lemanski,
MacDonald, Major, Manerson, Marchand, Marquis,
McMidlen, Nelson, O'Donnell III, Osteen, Roginielezvicz,
Rushton, Sampson, Sheehan, Silva, Simmons, Skahan, St.
Germain, Vafides
33
• Career Services .V.
Counseling Center
Back Row (L to R): Christine Tetreault, Madelyn Bias,
Shannon Finning, Tracey Connell
Front Row (L to R): Denise Diliddo, Brian Salvaggio
Grace Seibert-Larke, Elizabeth Bennett, Jill Eklund, David
Goguen, Robert Haynor, Catherine Hoefliger, Doris Murray,
Philip Roberts, Osnat Shoan
& Financial Aid
Back Row (L to R): Pamela Trezzi, Linda Sennott, Janet
Gumbris, Rhonda Rocha, Cynthia Sweeney, Kristine Vidal,
Jane Rust
FrontRow (L to R): Diane Place, Janice Evans, Catherine
Kedski
.V- Food Services
Edward Gorman, Gary Boothby, Carol Barris, Robert Cook,





Front Row (L to R): Vol Thorns, June Robie,
Christine Bradbury
Back Row (L to R): Linda St. Croix, Kathleen Candeias,
Lori Steel, Carol Gage
Missing: Debra Wagner, Ann M. Doyle
& Library
FourthRow(L toR): Anne Sims, Judy Cushman, Maureen
Dufresne; Third Row: Nancy Ferguson, Dorothy
Grosswendt, Sally Stewart, Patricia Allison; Second Row:
Melissa Grabau, Janet Mclsaac, Melinda Lamoureux;
First Row: Liz Freitas, Lisa Doucette, Carolyn Ames
.% Media Services
Seventh Row (L to R): Jean Ryan, S. Mabell Bates;
Sixth: Rachel Emde; Fifth: Janine Albertini, Mary Ellen
West, Kevin Manning, Cynthia Svoboda ; Fourth: Marlene
Suchy, Shu-Chen Tu ; Third: SarahNesbeitt, Susan Dailey,
Kendra St. Aubin ; Second: Kathleen Nerney, Lucilia
Darling, Deborarh Stone ; First: Mark Johnson, Ann
Hamilton, David Carlson, Joan Luiz
Back Row (L to R): Michael Hausmann, Barbara Landers,
Janine Boutin, Eric Feibel, Arthur Wood





Back Row (L to R): Debbie Marx, Patricia Shea,
Maureen Herrmann
Front Row: Mary Fuller
Back Row (L to R): Tracey Keif, Annmarie Hunt, Barbara
Knox, Karleen Karas
Front Row (L to R): Pamela Reed & Pamela Parsons
* Public Affairs •$ Purchasing
Back Row (L to R): Eva Gaffney, Julie Santos Reardon,
Marie Murphy, Linda Balzotti
Front Row (L to R): Karen Callan, Debi Bousquet,
Roberta Harris




Residence Life & Housing .» Student Activities/Campus Life& Conferences
Back Row (L to R): Janis Martino, Joe Sullivan, Myles
McPartland, Will Cribby, Henry Lewis, Michael Riley
Front Row (L to R): Tony Esposito, Jessica Taylor, Kathy
Enos, Beth Moriarty, Kym Turpin, KristyAnn Baird, Monica
Ouellette, Erica Kearney
• Student Affairs
Fourth Row (L to R): Dan Darcy, Mike McKenna,
Cindy Kane, Pat Esposito, Elaine Wambolt, Jim Hallenbeck;
Third: Donna Murphy, Cathy Holbrook; Second:
Tempest Bervard, Pat Hogan, Sally Hall, Randi Rezendes;
First: Lynne Payson, Mark Johnson
.*
Student Records & Registration
BackRow (L to R): Tony Esposito, Nancy Jenesky, Robbin
Maloney, Gael Deluliis
Front Row (L to R): Lynn Willett, Martha Jones
Irene Checkovich, Nancy Clay, Shawn Fortier, Lois Medeiros,
Margaret Mercier, Sarah Nunn, Sonia Rego, Robin Riley,







Larry Richards, Sandra Christoun, Sandra Courchesne,
Joyce Cook, Anne Frazer, Jane Murphy, Patricia M.
O'Brien, Stephanie J. Ryan.
.V- Academic Achievement Center/
Honors Center
Peggy Smith, Dorie AuCoin, Roberta Eldredge, Gerry
Harlow, Mariann Lorray, Helena Santos, Pamela
Spillane, Charles Nickerson, Andrew Harris, Meredith
Eckstrom
& *£> *$> f&
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Above: Head Honcho for WBIM, The Comment, and the
yearbook, Mike McKenna fakes a smile as he wades
through a heap ofjunk e-mails.
Left: I GOT YOU BABE! Winner of the "Kiss the Pig
Contest/' Lynne Payson smooches herfurry friend.
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Richard Lombardi Judith McLaughlin
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Eric A. Barlow Kimberly M. Barnum Ed M. Barry Lauren M. Barthel
Aviation Science Sociology English English
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Above: "The Road Not Yet Taken"
Mother and daughters walk the path
towards Boyden Hall during Homecominj
Weekend.
Left: The First Day of the Rest of Your Life
A hopeful freshman contemplates the










(Dr. Clifford "Wood, the college
9rf.arsh.al, (ed the -procession into the
Horace Mann Auditoriumjust Before
one o'doc/^on Friday, September29,
2000. ([his was the beginning of the
first official event marking the new
school year for seniors. Convocation
is an academic tradition that dates
back to the early days ofthe college.
This year the guest speaker
was %athy (Delaney-Smithfrom the
class of 1971. She has been the
women's coach at Harvard Univer-
sity since 1982 and has won the
1996-97 Ivy League "Coach of the
year Award." She not only shared
stories ofhersuccess, but also tried to
inspire the students to strive to reach
theirgoals.
President Tinsley also
awarded two faculty members with
medallions for their 25 years of
service to the college: foreign Lan-
guage professorStanleyHamilton and
Psychology professor Susan (Todd.
68
1. Adrian Tinsley and JredClarke present (Dr. Stanley ^Hamilton with the
silver medallion representing 25 years of service to the Bridgewater State
College community.
2. The Bridgewater State College wind ensemble treats the crowd to an
award-winning performance.
3. Leslie Comperchio sings "America theBeautiful"and the Alma Mater Before
the Convocation ceremony begins.
4. %athy (Delaney-Smith inspires the seniors with a message from the heart.
5. Student Qovernment (President, Amanda T)uBois gives her embarking
speech.
6. These students wait patientlyfor the ceremony to begin.
7. Adrian Tinsley addresses the seniors with words ofcongratulations.
8. CliffordWood, the college (Marshal and also an alumnus of the class of1960,
steps to the podium after leading the procession into the auditorium.
9. In the presence of the prestigious Bridgewater State College faculty,
President Adrian Tinsley begins with her usualflair of enthusiasm.
10. TredClark and (President Tinsley present (Dr. Susan Todd with a silver
medallionfor her service to the college.
69
omecoming
With its Mardi Qras theme,
this year's Homecoming Weekend
was a great success. The weekend
was kickedoffwith a bonfire, which
was held in the Miles/(DiS^ardo
field.
(Ihe festivities continued dur-
ing the following morning with a
grandparade, where many CBSC clubs
andorganizations were able to show
off their decorative floats, hand out
the traditional Mardi Qras beads to
the enthusiastic crowd, and perform
short skits or dance routines.
After the parade, nearly ev-
eryone was off to the ceremonial
footballgame, where the Bridgewater
State College 'Bears beat the U-Mass
(Dartmouth Coursairs football team
28-26 in a very heated competition.
(Ihe (BSC men's soccer team also had
a victorious day with a 1-0 win
against Jitchburg State College. The
Homecoming 'King and Queen were
two very well-deserving students:
Qeter Liska andAmanda (Dubois.
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1. from lab coats to dramatic explosions to Mardi Qras Beads, the Chemistry
Club dazzled the crowdwith many surprises along the parade route.
2. (Band members andfans cheer on the hometown team with homemade
noisemakers.
3. (The crowdgathers tofind out who were the winners of thefloat building
contest.
4. A member of the staffserves ice cream to twofuture CBSC students.
5. The Bridgewater State College 2000homecoming 9Qng andQueen, Amanda
(Du(Bois andPeter Liska, wave to the crowdafter their coronation.
6. Theta 'Phi Alpha busts a move with Sigma Pi in order to impress thejudges.
7. The members of the Chemistry Club worthed very hard to win the "Most
Creative and the Best in Show float" in the ^Homecoming Parade.
8. The Afro-Am club proves to be one of the most creative and hard-working
clubs with its highly decorative costumes.
9. These three club members stmt their stuffat float construction the night
prior to the parade.
10. Qo Bristaco! The parade wouldn't be complete without the mascot.
71
Springjest
"This year's Springfest was a
weefc^ full of exciting activities that
were sponsored By Program Commit-
tee. Some of the main events included
the drive-in movie, Street Jest, and
theannuaCconcert Shownon'Wednes-
day night Behind the campus center
on the grass, "Snatch" entertained a
Boisterous crowd; onegroup offriends
even Brought out their own couch
The Street Jest held on Fri-
day, May 29th was sponsored By
numerous organizations andincluded
rocf^ climBing and a pie-throwing
contest. Also, '"Battle of the "Bands"
was hosted By WBI'M and proved
"Moso" the championgroup. In turn,
they were the opening actfor "grav-
ity 'Kills" and "%eelBig fish" in the
main concert on Saturday in the
Lower Qreat Mill lot.
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1. These four members ofQamma Thi 'Beta discuss the itinerary during
Street 'Jest.
2. Students munch on popcorn prior to the '"BattCe of the 'Bands."
3. This BSC studentperforms during the openmic session ofthe "Battle
of the Bands."
4. Annie 'Vieira talks to the sound technicians about stage accommoda-
tions for the performinggroups.
5. This student takes advantage ofthe chemistry andBiology clubs' table
to try tie-dyeing and silly putty.
6. Tie-faceArnold musthave lost at the BSC "Jeopardy"gamesponsored
by Afro-Am.
7. Oiot-shot singer Josh checks out the Springfest events on another's
informative t-shirt.
8. A BSC studentgives Bristaco an affectionate bear hug.
9. Students create pet rocks at the 'Earth Science and Qeography table.





563 men andwomen of "Bridgewater
State College received their degrees at
the zuinter commencement ceremony
held in the "Rondileau Campus Center
Auditorium. There were three others
in attendance who were receiving
honorary degrees from the college:
"Edward "W. "Brooke 111, who received
a Doctorate of"Public Service, as well
as Zelda
"J. Qamson and "David Q.
lmig, who both received a Doctorate
of"Education.
lmig then told graduates
how important their contributions
would become in building thefoun-
dation of a new America. Oie also
emphasized how they will have the
opportunity to influence childrenfrom
diverse backgrounds and teach them
about tolerance. After all thegradu-
ate degrees were handed out, Janine
Smeedygave an outstanding speech
recognizing the many people who
helped her along the long road to
graduation. She advised students to




1. Thefaculty sit on the stage intently waitingfor the degrees to be,given.
2. Janine Stneedy delivers her speech to herfellow classmates and their
families.
3. !An adult student enthusiastically accepts his degree.
4. One (BSCstudentshakes the handofPresidentTinsley as he receives his
undergraduate degree.
5. President Adrian Tlnsley asks all thegraduates tojump into life.
6. JredClarkand President Tvnsleypulldouble duty as they congratulate
7. litis ecstatic gentleman smiles as he receives an honorary degreefrom
(Bridgewater State College.
8. This is a day these two students willneverforget.
9. "I can't believe the day hasfinally cornel"
10. "Thank uou, President Tinsleu. " this student seems to smile.
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Spring Q'radiiation
(Dr. Adrian Tinsfey, the 10th
president in the. 161-year history of
(Bridgewater StateCollege, announced
at the college's annual spring com-
mencement onMay 19, 2001 that the
ne\t academic year willbe her last as
president. She willleave the office in
June 2002 after completing 13 years
as the president of the largest state
college in Massachusetts.
"Class of 2001, as this is a
time of transitionforyou, it begins,
as well, a time of transitionfor me,"
she told the 900 undergraduate and
graduate students in her personal













concluding my presidency at the end oj the neict academic uear
Because Ifeelsuch a close attachment to this college and to all
oj the people who arc part of this community, " she said. '"But I
believe it is now appropriatefor me and for the college to plan
for a transition because so much oj what I hoped we would
accomplish when I came here in July of 1989 will, in fact, be
realizedwhen I leave the presidency in the summer of 2002."
'following those remark, the graduates, along with
those in attendanceheardfrom the 'Right '.Honourable 'Beverley
'McLachtin, (P.C, ChiefJustice of t/te Supreme Court oj
77
Spring Qractuation
Canada. ChiefJustice McLachlin, the
first woman to holdher country's high-
est legal-position, provided thegradu-
ates with what she referred to as "one
person's humSlerecipefor living agood
life:'
'"There are three pieces to living
a good life. Thefirst is tofind wor/^
you love. The second is havingfound
worthyou love, pursue it with apassion
to serve,"saidChiefJustice McLachlin.
"The third is to stay straight. Conduct
yourself with complete honor and dig-
nity. Ifyoufollow these three steps,you
will lead a good life wherever fate's
winding roadmay lead."
Also receiving an honorary de-
gree, along with Chief Justice
78
McLachlin, was retired Judge (Baron 3i, Martin of 'East
Wareham. Judge Martin, in 1972, became the seventh African-
American judge in the history ofMassachusetts,
'The 'Distinguished Service Award, presented by the
'Bridgewater State College 'Board oj 'Trustees, was awarded to
Mr. 'DanielCrane ofBoston. Crane recently retiredfrom his 30-
uear position as executive director of the Old Colony Planning
Council. 'The OC'PCprovides municipalassistance, elderservices
administration and planning, andeconomic development pro-




!Ms. Judith Qraham, a member of
the Class of'2001 andstudent speaker, en-
couraged herfellow classmates not to be
deterred by life's challenges, but to embrace
them.
"Qo with your dreams, goals and
ambitions. T)o not let anyone tellyou, you
can't do something," said Ms. Qraham."
Remember the good times and tafce the
valuable lessons you have learned, notjust
from professors andparents, butfrom each
other as well. Hold them close toyou, and
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9/9 A Nichols L 14-21
9/15 A Worcester St. W21-14
9/23 H Framingham St. W24-7
9/30 A Maine Maritime W23-6
10/7 H MIT W 28-24
10/14 A Westfield St. W 38-20
10/21 H UMass-Dart. W 28-26
10/28 A Fitchburg St. L7-14
11/4 H Mass Maritime W 41-22
11/11 A Salve Regina W 27-24
NEFC Champions (at Worcester St.) 1





2 Charles Elfman 47 James Taylor
3 Paul Scarpelli* 48 Peter Belmore
4 Dave Dungan* 50 Justin Marceline
5 William Bryant IV 51 Thomas Dodds*
6 BretWambolt 53 Greg Mara
7 Mathew Hayes 55 Nathan St. Gelais*
8 Mark Nixon 56 Daniel Mandell
9 Andy Macaione* 58 Darren O'Brien
10 Calvin Teixeira 59 Bill Deaett*
11 Patrick Callahan 60 Thor Ahlander
13 Scott Silva 61 Colin MacDonald
14 Jordan Baptiste 62 Ray Wilcox*
19 Christopher Carr* 63 Kevin McClay*
21 Seto Berry* 64 Chris Sykes
22 Jason Imlach* 65 Michael DiCenso*
23 Adam Howe 66 John Guerzoni*
24 Duncan Averill* 67 Daniel Thompson*
26 ChadHobbs 70 Merrill Marshall
27 Jerold Gaitan 71 Jonathan Berube*
28 Garth Fitzsimmons 72 JohnHickey
30 Anthony Takis 73 Joe Wright
31 Gregory Belsky 74 Andrew Golden
32 Matthew Caron 75 Ryan Lefebvre*
33 Gregg Bouchard 76 Oliver Samuel
34 Evan Barry 77 Michael Murphy*
35 Joshua Kay 82 William Breheny
36 BenKatz* 84 Ken Crowley
37 Michael Belmore 85 Brian Moreira*
38 Jeff Bouchard 86 David Ribeiro*
39 Robert Munn 87 Nick Federico
40 Andrew Brems 90 Russell Booth
41 Jonathan Nelson* 91 Kevin Anderson*
42 Michael Brzezinski 92 Kevin Wolff
44 Michael Higgins* 99 Nick Bosh*
45 Mathew Powell*
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2000 Field Hockey Schedule
9-7 A Babson L
9-12 H Stonehill L
9-14 A WPI L
9-16 H Framingham St. W
9-21 A Wheaton L
9-23 A Worcester State L
9-25 A Simmons W
9-27 A E. Conn. State L
9-30 H Umass-Dartmouth L
10-3 H Keene State L
10-7 H Plymouth State L
10-9 A S. Maine L
10-12 A Endicott L
10-14 H Fitchburg State L
10-18 H Salem State W
10-21 A Westfield State L
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4 Jamie McCormack 5














Head Coach: Nicole Castonguay
Assistant Coach: Amy Richendollar
Team Captains: Jen Gately, Kerry Leach
Athletic Trainer: Carrie Kuprycz





2000 Men's Soccer Schedule
9-7 H Wheaton L
9-9 H Stonehill L
9-13 A Plymouth State L
9-16 A Babson L
9-18 H R.I. College L
9-25 A UMass-Dartmouth L
9-27 A Brandeis L
9-30 A Salem State L
10-4 H Keene State L
10-7 H Framingham St. W
10-9 A MCLA L
10-13 A Westfield State L
10-17 H Mass. Maritime W
10-21 A Fitchburg State W
10-24 A E. Conn. State L
10-28 H Worcester State L

























9 Michael Gillingham - - Jonathan Resende*
^Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Justin Ceccarelli
Assistant Coach: Mark Weinmann, Gary Hayes
Team Captains: Marco Ferreira, Adam Jewell,
Kyle Shave
Student Athletic Trainers: Sarah Scott,
Kathy Victorino
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•2? Women's Soccer &«
Fall 2000 ^ridge^te^tat^Colle
2000 Women's Soccer Schedule
9/6 A Plymouth St. L
9/9 H Bowdoin L
9/12 A Eastern Conn. L
9/14 H UMass L
9/16 A Babson L
9/19 H Salve Regina W
9/21 H MIT W
9/23 A Worcester St. L -
9/26 A RIC W
9/30 H Salem St. W
10/3 A Keene St. L
10/7 A Framingham St. L
10/9 H MCLA W
10/14 H Westfield St. W
10/16 A Roger Williams W
10/21 H Fitchburg St. W
10/25 H Westfield St. W
10/29 A Framingham St. L
'.i.iwiiihi >«rrf*





















Head Coach: Andrea Zeigler
Assistant Coach: Jennifer Monaghan
Team Manager: Shealagh Dinneen
Student Athletic Trainer: Sarah Bugg
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9-23 RIC Invitational 2nd
9-30 Tri-State Invt'l 1st
10-7 Roger Williams Invt'l 1st
10-14 Regis Invitational 1st
10-21 MASCAC's 1st
10-28 Alliance Champ. 4th
11-4 ECAC's 26th
11-11 NCAA's 21st




















Head Coach: Ed Delgado









9-23 RIC Invitational 7th
9-30 Tri-State Inv'tl 2nd
10-7 Roger Williams Inv'tl 2nd
10-14 Regis Invitational 3rd
10-21 MASCAC's 2nd
10-28 Alliance Champ. 5th
11-4 ECAC's 20th
11-11 NCAA's 25th
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Head Coach: Ed Delgado





































1 Amber Crowe 12 Jennifer Cedrone
2 Melissa Healey 15 Melanie Conners*
3 Audra Fredette 16 Stephanie Brown*
6 Danielle Isbister 1 8 Nicole MacKinnon
9 Marcie Polopek 22 Kristin Prokopas
10 Kristen LaRoche 31 Shawna O'Neill*
^Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Ken Duarte
Assistant Coach: Dodi Herk, Barbara Mulligan
Student Athletic Trainer: Eric Scott
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W. New England L UMass-Boston L
R.I. College W Worcester State L
UMass-Dart. L Salem State L
Wheaton L Fitchburg State L
Wentworth L Westfield State L
Plymouth State L Salve Regina W
Colby-Sawyer L Framingham St. W
Embry-Riddle L MCLA L
Curry L Worcester State L
Westfield State L Salem State L
Roger Williams L Fitchburg State L
Framingham St. L Worcester State L
MCLA L
^ggra^«|a«BHmi
2000-2001 Men's Basketball Roster
4 Marc Taylor* 21 Keith Gill
10 Sean Mulkerrins 22 Joe Motto
1
1











Head Coach: Joe Farroba
Assistant Coaches: Mike Donovan, Kevin Turner,
Richard MacLean
Team Captains: Derek Savas, Harry Grabert
Team Managers: Frannie Quirk, Alesandra Kariotis
Team Statistician: Don Whitman












Kenyon College L UMass-Boston W
Alfred University W Worcester State W
Emmanuel L Salem State L
Babson L Fitchburg State W
Suffolk W Westfield State L
U Mass-Dart. w Salve Regina W
Southern Maine L Framingharn St. L
WI LaCrosse L Mass.College W
Curry College W Worcester State w
Westfield State L Salem State L
E. Conn. St. L Fitchburg State W
Framingharn St. L Worcester State w
Mass.College W Salem State L
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Head Coach: Bridgett Casey
Assistant Coaches: Pam Gould, Christine Frauton,
Meghan Clifford
Team Captains: Erin Guest, Danielle Ryan
Team Manager: Raven Pina
Team Statistician: Marie Bren
Student Athletic Trainers: Becky Mowry,
Adam Eastwood
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A E. Conn. Slate
2000-20001 Swimming & Diving Roster
































Head Coach: Chris Hafferty
Diving Coach: Rob Ferreira
Assistant Coach: Bret Oteri
Men's Team Captains: Justin Bohannon, Andy Meyer
Women's Team Captains: Elizabeth Lally, Jennifer L. Johnson






A Roger Williams Invtnl. 2nd
A Norwich University L
A Plymouth State College W
A Doug Parker Invtnl. 3rd





A Oneonta State University W
A A1C L
A Muhlenberg College W
A University of Scranton W
A Baptist Bible College W




A Wilkes University w
A Ursinus College L
A Davidson College L
A Washington & Lee U W
A Coast Guard Academy W
A Williams College W
A Rhode Island College W
A Norwich University W
A Coast Guard Academy L
A Southern Maine W
H MIT W
H Roger Williams L
A Trinity College L






















Head Coach: Mike Perreira
Assistant Coaches: Mike Alves, Mike Kenney
Student Coach: Chris Keller
Team Captains: Brian Quinn, Dan Macintosh
Manager: Shannon Quinn






Catholic Univ. W Framingham State W
Philadelphia W Framingham State W
Wesley L Brandeis UniversityW
|
Ursinus W Westfield State W
Virginia Wesleyan W Westfield State W
Mount St. Mary T Massachusetts W
Simpson College W Massachusetts L
Richard Stockton W Mass. Maritime W
Wheaton College W Mass. Maritime W
Suffolk University T Eastern Conn. State L
|
UMass-Dartmouth L UMass-Dartmouth L
Univ. of S.Maine L Fitchburg State W
Univ. of S.Maine L Fitchburg State W
Worcester State W Endicott W
Worcester State W Worcester State W
Rhode Island W Massachusetts W
Babson L Salem State W
Babson W Williams L
Salem State W Eastern Conn. StateW
|
Salem State W Univ. of S.Maine L
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2001 Baseball Roster
3 Tony DeMeo* 21 Tim Emerson*
4 Paul Hasenfus 22 Brady Martin
5 Gregory Lovett 24 Bobby Haskins
6 Daryl Martins 26 Bryan Holtzman*
7 Jim Sullivan 27 Shawn Cronin*
8 Peter Starr 28 Chris Welch*
9 Jason Arraiol 29 Neil Brazie*
11 Tim McGonigle 30 Kevin Cadres*
12 Derek Favreau* 32 Christopher Dargon
13 Jason Estano 33 Tom Cunio*
15 Glen dePontbriand 34 Michael Foster
17 Sean Nunes 35 Anthony Taormina
18 Tim Hart* 36 Justin Twieraga*
19 David Sheehan* 38 Jeremy Winters*
20 Peter Buffington* 39 Mathew Besse
^Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Rick Smith
Assistant Coaches: John Graham,
Jeff Newhall, Doug Vadnais, Bob Wooster





























Univ. of S. Maine
L Univ. of S. Maine W
L Salem State Col. W
L Salem State Col. W
W Framingham Sta.W
W Framingham Sta.W
L Westfield State W
L Westfield State W
L Massachusetts W
L Massachusetts W
W Mass. Maritime W
L Mass. Maritime W
W Wheaton Col. W
L UMass-Dartmouth W
W Fitchburg State W
W Fitchburg State W
W Westfield State W
W Massachusetts W
W Fitchburg State W
T Western Conn. W
L Wheaton Col. L
W Tufts University W
W Wheaton Col. W





























Head Coach: Janet Maguire
Assistant Coaches: Julie Caron, Jen Goodwin
Team Captains: Amanda Sanson, Marie Wall
Student Athletic Trainers:
Colleen Armstrong, Ayuko Honda,
Maurice Sicard
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Track & Field *V#
Soring 2001 Bridgewater State Collea
2001 Outdoor Track &
Field Schedule
A Rhode Island Col. Invtnl. 8th 4th
H Filchburg State Invtnl
A Conn. College Invitational 4th 5th





2000-20001 Outdoor Track & Field Roster
Greg Balzarini* Suzanne Andrade
Justin Campbell Jennifer Barrett*
Mike Caruso Robyn Bevilacqua*
Peter Castonguay Allison Carroll
Thomas Catino Jennifer Cushing*
Chi Chung* Jennifer Dancey
Walter Clark Shealagh Dinneen
Raimundo Espinosa* Sarah Fasel
Andrew Fuccillo Samantha Fee
Timothy Gay* Alison Fletcher*
Ronald Griffin* Kristen Iworsky*
Mark Hewitt Laura Karns
Anthony Lorenzo Katie LeGrand*
Brendan Lynch Jenifer Lemoine*
David Mackiewicz* Marissa Loveridge
Craig Manning Lauren Murphy*
Ryan Morin Kristin Neville
Justin Mugits* Kathleen Nydam
Robert Sheldon* Kelley O'Driscoll
Christopher Starr Santina Turowski*




Head Coach: Bill MacKinnon
Assistant Coach: Christie Smith, Elizabeth Williams
Team Captains: Brendan Lynch, David Mackiewicz,
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Fall 2000/Spring 2001 ^ridgewate^tat^Colle^
2000-2001 Tennis Schedule
Wheaton College L
Johnson & Wales L


































Head Coach: Mike Bradley
Assistant Coach: Dan Schacter, Charles Robinson,
Amanda Hickey
Student Athletic Trainer: Jennifer Halvorson,
Sarah Hughes, Emily Kristenson, Dianne Lynch
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3/13 A Saint Lawrence L
3/15 A RPI L
3/20 A Wheaton College L
3/25 A Bates College L
3/29 H Salve Regina W
4/3 H Eastern Connecticut W
4/7 H Plymouth State L
4/10 A Colby College L
4/12 A Elms College W
4/14 A Rhode Island College W
4/16 A UMass-Dartmouth W
4/19 H Salem State W
4/21 H Nichols College W
4/24 A Mount Holyoke L
4/28 H Western Connecticut W
4/30 A Western New England L
NEWLA Championship Tournament
5/2 H Western New England W
5/4 H Eastern Connecticut W
5/6 H Plymouth State College L
114
2001 Women's Lacrosse Roster
3 Katie Crisman 18 Katie Kenney*
5 Kristen Finn 19 Kelly Sullivan
6 Keryn O'Connell 21 Paula Habel*
7 Melissa Traynham*1: 22 Erika Smith
8 Christine Bren* 24 Laura Swart*
9 Bethany Sykes 27 Melanie Medeiros*
10 Julie Walsh 43 Stacie Dufour*
11 Jen Cullen* 48 Danielle Bean*
14 Jessica Kistler* 84 Katie Lewis
15 Jen Gately*
* Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Josh Hexter
Assistant Coach: Susan Crosby-Tangen
Team Captains: Jen Cullen, Paula Habel,
Jessica Kistler








































nShea and *7^ut^ln <HaUs
I j3cndsei{ Simard smites happily as her roomate Sara ^ieniek interrupts her late ni^ht studyn^ with a lar$e ^>apa
fine's pizza.
z. Stephanie /Hower and /Hartha ~^>armenter share a snack before hitting the books.
1. "^Zhank $od for call waiting, " thinks Elizabeth Sinibaldi as she t^ets caught up on the latest freshman sa$a.
4. -/\ynbre /Kad$etie, 'Jennifer /^ickerson, and Katie ^Zhurnbide huddle together as they plan how to fill the
mundane hours of dorm life .
5. "'^that was a cheap shot, " "T^ave /Hoore exclaims to (Zhris IKay as they battle it out on the virtual hockey rink.










7. Qames Baylor, /So£ /Halculomson, 'Z^an /Handell,
and r\ob /H.unn en$a$e in a con-fjulence-boostin$ ^roup
hu$.
8. /HichdU I^Se/Kille chats with friends to put off her
/literature term paper.
9- ^Z-he bare necessities oj; a freshman dortn room.
10. (Justin 'Z5ra<jo, -/\dam 7^>o\fd, and Steve oZuromski
vow to be buddies frrever.
11. Shannon YOalsh, (Zail\m Sullivan, $oe ^-olloni,
^tarin Cjrilio, and 7S>obby 3annello patrol the hallways in
an attempt to keep the peace.
12. "y4h, the therapeutic benefits oj, Slipknot.
"
75. 'John-/\nderson, Andrew Kinder, and ' Justin *7almisau





1. One ftiend o-fifiets anothet a helping hand aj>tet a long school dau-
2. ^Chese fellows use their savvy computet skills in an attempt to meet cubet chi\
3- ^this young lady demonstrates het strong moth ethic as she dabbles on her lap\
4- 'Running to het toom aftet a ttip to Troche T^tothets, she can't wait to statt may
hetself a goutmet feast of TZamen /^oodles and grilled cheese.
d morning? ^Chese two attempt to wake up aftet a long nap.
6. ^two good buddies smile at the thought of attending a ^hutsdau night ftat b\
J. ^hese fine gentleman tetutn to ^>ope aftet ptoductive time at the /flaxwell Xlibtl
8. /-4*ti/ single ladies out tkeie?
g. (Heather chats on the phone as she checks her
email.
10. ^lexin^ their bionic muscles, the fab four
have vowed to fi^ht clime and protect the inno-
>[\
cent.
11. S>harin$ a maim jjuzx.ii moment, these three
$als know the meaning of; true friendship.
12. "%\mmm, hate to tell uou this, but our hard
drive just crashed and erased all our data- "\jou
printed out uour term paper for tomorron\ didn't
1?. ^These five hold a late-ni^ht study $roup for




/. j2indseif TS>iuno and j4laina 7s>ouiassa oidei some late-ni^kt (Zkinese.
z. (Zkicki T&eloncal and. <fiA\fwaid 7&atnes smite kun^tilif as tkey kead off to dlnnet.
5. Qeanie 'T^alession and Sally ^Z^unkcun can't wait to kead out fot tke ni^kt.
4. /Hauia Sullivan and <Holli( 1^'dtodeau woik to^etke? wken completing tkeit Spzin$ Semester
sckedutes.
5. /Haik <3}alla$kei, Nicole /Hcd-attky and Qamie /Kalone kan$ out in Scott <H.alCs comfortable and
iclaxin^ study lounge.
6. -/\dam ^£>i$ion and Qetty <3jaitau aie barely awake fot tkose noon classes.
7- ^Ekese friends ^atkei frn a pze-Q^kutsdau ni^kt
bask.
8. ^avid 'T^ocoeto practices a ditty on kis bass
guitar .
9. YVotldly-wise Qames J2.ackana catches up on kis
daily dose ofi news.
10. (Christine ^>aauette and Jlisa Samareos s»\ilc
tiredly afrer frniskin^ an intense study sessio>\.
11. IKyan <M.oyle poses tou$k with kis partner in
ciime T^avid (Zkoram.
12. jlaura 'T^insfrrd and 'I^ecio /Katos smile witk
relief after finding dry skelter from tke torrential
lain.
1J. Katie Sagarin and TKyan £>t. -/\ut>in express
their close friendship with a close ku$.
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YOoodwazd <Hak
1. Keri -/\nderson plays a quick ^ame of /Kinesweeper before starting ker komework.l
2. Studious jAnnie Renault clacks the books to prepare for ket £.n$lisk final.
5. jZindsey ^ernandes discusses <3famma y£>ki T^eta news with ket Jlittle Sis jAnni
TQieita.
4. Oracle TOickline watckes ^TQ and relaxes after a busy dau.
5. f^ancy XQolatis, Qen ~Z]b>ondeHi and Stefanle ^uco conduct a late nl^kt studl
session.
6. Sara ^f-erraro and/Hedssa pattella enjoy tke premium comfort of tke bean ba% ckaJbX
7. /Hetissa (3artet, (Zolleen Baylor and Kaittin T^arker discuss tkeir ideas for tken
1
13
ultimate dream dates .
8. y4ndrea /Hullarky and ^aryn Cjo^in sl$h
after successfully pulling off an all-ni^kter.
9. jdauten J2,li>ety sits comfcoitakly on ker bed
studying for ker next test.
10* Roommates are a very lar^e part of colie$
Life; these tkree ate really <jieat examples.
11. -/\my Cyamacke, /Hickelle Ouilette and Katie
7S>roueiti perform tkeii "'Z^eer caa^kt in kead-
ticjhts impression.
"
12. (Zorinne Sirianos explains the wonders of
modern tecknolo^y to cHeatke7 ^ibor .
75. ^-Z-kese best friends enjoy tke quiet of eack
otker's company.
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/Kites <Ha(l ' J J
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/. X3^iA (Zhiquqioli and *75an "tyizmo" TOebbei bond afoet class.
2. "£yizmo" ttys to fax the UC^R. atftei experiencing technical difficulties.
3. 7§obb\f (3/ioss chats on jAO£ in older to catch up with the gossip back
home.
4. /Katt flight compiles his plaulist ofi /H<fi>3's on XQin-/\mp.
5. /Kike cf{iffiins and Aiate St. (3/elaise battle to the death on golden ^ye
joiNH.






J. ^X-hese $i?ls show their 3tish pride with tke
$la$ kan^ina in tke window.
8. James /Horse, Tiyan /HeKay and Kevin
"T^owlin^ ckeer for tkeir favorite team during
/Hondau ni^kt football.
9- £>azah ^Ll^ere, a bi^ Jim. /Horrison fon, is
still waiting on kold for picket/Haste? for
the 197'1 'Jim /Horrison conceit.
10. Scott ^jarcia and Jefrf; (&tuccki practice
tke.it 360 /Hadonna on ^Z-ony <Hawke
^btoSkate? 2.
11. Scott /lien draws sketches for kis arcki-
tecture project.
12. Josk 'L^olen and franklin T^iUalona
stand outside oj; /Hiles as they wait foi the
bus.
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1. ^Com Stiffen and Satah ^bhillips stand outside of "T^i/^atdo <H.all talking about the events
the day.
2. yAtlyson Tkoij and Qamie C^jood^ien enjoy a relaxing ni^ht with ^iub and a lented movie.
5. y£>hillip and Qustin intensely watch the heated /Konday ni^ht football ^ame.
4. /Haiisa (Zouivels, Qen^lunkett, and fenTZezendes have aT^ave /Hattkews fan club bondin
session.
5. ^hese junk food junkies ate bi$ fans of popcotn and soda!
6. Qohn 3ndcisano, Katen ^judmand and Qames /Hacfiiatnata all smoosh on the couch eatjj^
^£>apa <3finos and watching ^TX
7- Qci>$ Kittoif, 'Jay 'T^e^zatis and %>?ian 7^.oss discuss
theii day.
8. I^an Tilvcis and oH^aiiold T^odzigues watch /Honday
/\ight football in theiz loom.
9- Kezzi (fiaiis and/Hatt ^esse snuggle on the couch with
a nice wazm banket.
10. Ktisten and /Kezedith have a gilts night in the zooni
gossiping and watching "'Z^awson's (Zzeek."
11. /Kichelie T^iopelte, Sara 7*>(oomzose and Katie (Zoiteu
ate zeady to pump iron at the gym.
12. /Heghan ^jzadzewicz and hei best snuggle buddy spend
a quiet night alone.
13. "3 can't believe the sucker beat me," T\.yan Silicic?
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1. -/\lison -/\tchibald washes the dishes in het apartment
2- TViktot Solotzano, Tricky ^Z-avates, and Qohn Qetome catch theit javotite jlick
3. "(3an ifou believe that bell bottoms ate back in?"Katie T^oney shouts as she tea
"Ijo^ue" magazine.
4- /Plichelle Nujjo chows an entite containet o-fi sttawbetties fiot het "well-balance
dinnet.
5. Kevin Ke^btt, fetemif Kenne^ick, and Titian ^hotetia sit on the couch and watch
3 3 i
$ame on <£<5>^V\J.
6. /Helissa f^ut^eton does het homework like the
$ood student that she Is.
J. /Honike ^Zaxftot tends the assigned passage
foot kei class.
8. /Hichelle /Sju-fjo, y^ndtea ^-etreva, an
/Hichelle /Hetcada discuss their plans
-for the
weekend.
9- Katie cHarrisan laughs at the punchline oj, her
toomate's joke.
10. Qosh Kelly and (Zhiis ^>ino state intensely
at the Q^T^ scteen as theu race each other on the
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1. Brandi Polkarpo, Sanito Cupon, and Matt Lynds drum in the
stands at the Homecoming Football Game.
2. Matt Hunter plays the base drum during the half-time show.
3. Talented Adam Law proves he can walk and play drums.
4. Two of BSCs best drummers strut their stuff on the field.
5. The percussion ensemblefollows the cue ofDrum Major Patrick
Dzierzak.
6. The members ofthe colorguardfollow the lead of the band as
they take formation on the football field.
7. Group Photo: Back line: Patrick Dzierzak, Jason Prichard, Dan
Baker, JeffSoriza, Dave Vincent, Santio Cupon, Kerrianne Kelly,
Adam Law, Matt Lynds, Brandi Polkarpo, Matt Hunter
Middle line: Chris Manson, Chuck Blanchette, Sue DeMoranville,
148 4
Geoff Howard, Tami Thomas, Sarah Bohdiewicz,
Samantha Ingalls, Emily Harrison
Front line: Jessica Williams, Katie Peterson, Chris-
tine Wilson, Sarah Bykowski, Kelly Walker, Mindy
Mathurin, Cheryl Moriarty
Not present: Barbara Andrade, Suzanne Desielier,
Stephanie Hoffman, Kristina Raymond, Dr. Garcia,
Amanda LeGary
8. The BSC Band forms a diagonal line to show
they're marching skills.
9. From sousaphone to clarinet, every musician
has the chance to participate in the BSC band .
10. Matt and Brandi keep the beat together and
the group pumped while playing during the half-
time show.
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Standing on the top of the pyramid, this young
lady is never scared to get into the air and cheer
for her team.
2. The Bridgewater State College cheerleaders 1
pump up the crowd's spirit.
3. Balancing up in the air can be a challenging task
for the spotter and the woman topping the mount.
4. The ladies prepare to dazzle the crowd with their
athletic spectacle.
5. The whole squadgathers together to show off the
spirit that unifies them. 2
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6. BSC cheerleaders encourage the
crowd with their shouts and awesome
dance moves.
7. The cheerleaders showcase their
fancy dance routines.
8. The BSC cheerleaders show that the
football team is number one .
9. Waiting for the next cheer to start,
the gals converse with their teammates.
10. The squad attempts to perform a
routine reminiscent of the YMCA.
















2 . 77?e Alpha Epsilon class cuddle like one big happy
family.
2. Gamma Phi Beta in cookie dough?
3. Jamie and Maribeth hug at the ball.
4. All the seniors show some leg: Carly, Bridgette,
Amanda, Erin, Jamie, Lisa, Katie, Mo, and Maribeth.
5. Jaqui, Erin, and Carly all snuggle together after
getting their sister awards at the spaghetti dinner.
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6. Mo and Maribeth bond at their last
official meeting of Gamma Phi Beta.
7. Mo, Kim, Carly, Bridgette, Katie,
Erin, andAmanda celebrate at the 2001
crush party.
8. Gamma Phi Beta cheer for the win-
ners of the float-building contest.
9. Erin and Maribeth share one last hug
before they both graduate.
10. Mo, Katie, and Lisa smile after an
exhilarating ride at Six Flags.
11. Maribeth must have missed the
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J. Editor-in-Chief Jennifer Grunin sorts, crops, and labels
pictures for the student life section.
2. Assistant Editor Steve McArthur struggles as he tries to
figure out the basics of cropping.
3. Managing EditorAnnie Vieira labels convocation pictures
for the Special Moments section.
4. With pizza and sodaf members of the yearbook staff
discuss how they will manage to take all the scheduled
faculty, activity, and administration pictures before
February.
5. Sara and Amanda rejoice at the final meeting of the
yearbook staff. No more picture taking! No more cropping!
No more deadlines! Woo hoo!
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1. 7fte girls gather together for the Spring 2001 pledge
pinning of the Chi Pledge Class.
2. The sisters of Theta Phi Alpha know how to party!
3. Beaded in white, these "gentlemen" of Theta Phi Alpha
celebrate during the Homecoming Weekend.
4. The ladies of Theta Phi Alpha: Back Row: Lauren
Howell, Alana Pellecchia, Cindy Crouse, Katie Bergeron,
Jillian Haley, Jen Afflerback, Danielle Kelliher, Kelly
Cahin, Elisa Breheny, Kina Bonham.
Third Row: Katie DeWar, Erica Brannan, Karen Cannata,
Rachel Ridlen, Lindy Ciliberto, Amanda Howes, Lizzie
McKnight, Renee Chaffee, Kelly Barrett.
Second Row: Shandra Hughes, Jess Pellerin, Kelli Peterson,
Colleen Cleary, Deanna Camarda, Shannon LeGrice, Shauna
Lydon.
First Row: Amanda Kinney, Erin Baldwin, Leanne Caffelle,




















1. Jessica Bender and Alicia Vataiaro pose together
after Winterdance .
2. The entire BSC Dance Company posefor a picture
after the last show.
3. These dancers are psyched for the evening
performace: Erin Reilly, Jenny Koska, Kristie
McGowen, Danielle Chase, Monica Emkin, Tori Fuller,
Christina Perella, Alicia, Jackie Spinella, and Jes-
sica Bender.
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1. Morgan helps one student step into the shoes of a
blind individual.
2. Sitting: Crystal Kelley, Rose Fellini, Kate Watson,
Elizabeth Higgins; Back row: Pam Spillane, Diana
Bellucci, Jeff Kilroy, Dana Stranova.
3. Members take calls at the WGBH telethon.
4. SAAC pose together at Springfest 2001.
5. Two "blind" goggled BSC students attempt to












/loove (X to R) : Lina Macedo, Katie Bergeron, Amy Riendeau, Mike Johnson,
Julie Smith, Kate Stone, Kevin Croke, Stephanie Johnson, Desire' Thorpe,
Lena Spada, Missy Muszynski, Courtney Curran, Santio Cupon, Colleen
Gallagher, Erinn Higgins, Adam Stoddard, Amanda Dubois, Ben Medd, Kim
Gaguier, Chris Benker, Bernie Hoelschen, Craig Harris, Keith Gilchrist
Left (L to R): Amy Riendeau, Cindy Meyer, Courtney Curran, Lena Spada,
and Amanda Dubois proudly display their cut-out Valentine's Day hearts.
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(Z. to /?;.- Leni Stratigor, Michelle RuFo, Caroline Pike, Mike McKenna
(adviser). Missing: Brian Murphy
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(1 to /?,): Santio Cupon, Stephanie Mower, Michael Scarlett, Peter
Castonguay, Michael Wetherbee. Not Pictured: Robin Duke
v &







front Row (L to R): Derek Rheum, Josh Hayes, Mike Hingston, Keith
Gilchrist, Brian Beerman, Rich Parquette
tack Row (L to R): Shawn Holbrook, Tim O'Brien, Derek Driscoll, Greg
England, Matt Quimby, Matt Scwab, Tom Brianna, Daniel Webber, Andy














Front flow (I t0 R): Dr. Jeffrey Nicholas, Gina Lenoci, Meagan Lemery, Kelly Maraglia
Middle Row (L to R): Tara-Jean Palopoli, Stephanie Mason, Laurel E. Lincoln, Cheryl D. Goss, Kate Williams
Top Row (L to R): Davina L. Nesbitt, Kathryn Stone, Jackie Joubert, Meredith Lamb, Jeremy Winters, Andrea
E. Chretien, Eunice McCarron, Melinda Keating
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Front Row (L to R): Julieta Renteria, Sarah More, Kelly Maraglia
Middle Row (L to R): Lois McCormack, Susan Schoitmann, Nicole Coyma^
Paula Churlbuck
Back Row (L to R): Nicole Goularat, Kristen Ames, Julie White, Bethai
Mitchaeski, Brandon Cook, Melissa Gardner
U
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Front flow (I to R): Linda Macedo, Maribeth Johnson
Middle Row (L to R): Tara-Jean Palopoli, Stephanie Mason, Laurel E.
Lincoln, Cheryl D. Goss, Kate Williams
Top Row (L to R): Davina L Nesbitt, Kathryn Stone, Jackie Joubert,
Meredith Lamb, Jeremy Winters, Andrea E. Chretien, Eunice McCarron,
Meh'nda Keating
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Front flow (L to R): Lina Macedo, Maribeth Johnson, Jessica Walsh, Matt
Parker, Coury Grandy Naz, Jessica Stanley, Ryan Staudin
Second Row (L to R): Tracy Obert, Kristen Gilmore, Julie Raynor, Annie
Vieira, Lisa Brown, Craig Harris
Third Row (L to R): Mike Nickles, Nick Rolf, Christina Blaise
Right: MikeNicoles, Kristen Gilmore, Annie Vieira, and Jessica Stanley sell










Right: Members are hard
at work in the office.
i
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Le/t: One member sits at a
\
table in front of the book-
store in an attempt to edu-
cate, celebrate,, and recruit
new members.
Left: Students dine at the Afro-Am Alumni Dinner.
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I to R): Stephanie Frazitta, Ricky Tavarest, Evelyn Gonzalez, Barney Abramson, Jonathan Jevome, Adealgisa Jaquez, Vikto







Sitting (L to R): Jose Dos Anjos (President), Arnaud Barbosa DeBurau,
Admar Semedo (Secretary)
Back Row (L to R): Luis dos Sorntos (Vice President), Evelyn Gonzalez,
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Front flow (1 to R): Jason Stocker, Raegan Shaughnessy
Second Row (L to R): Wendy Close, Kim White, Sue Andrade, Julie Gustafson, Tara Auciello, Melissa Hill
Third Row (L to R): Lou Mazzola, Kim Comer, Janis Martino, Morgan, Heather Moore, Chris Moore, Christine Carter
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Front Row (L to R): Philip Villeneuven, Peter Murray, Shawn Herrick
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Front flow (L to R): Taylor Balin (Vice President), Joe Worrall, Hillary
Thomas (President), Melissa Thompson, Nara Thayer, Kym Vincent
BackRow (L to R): Brian Lacey (Treasurer), Sarah Nickerson, Jenny Raynor
(Secretary), Jason Oh, Dan Morin
Missing: Dr. Frank Gorga (Adviser), Takafumi Iba, Steve Godin, Mike
Henderson, Kara Moran, Andy Driscoll, Man Tran, Mary Upham, Asako
Enomoto
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(J. to /?,); Kerne B/o/re, Jaci Spinella, Professor Thomas Mickey, Pam Eaton,









(1 to /?); Christine Bradbury, Daniel Roarke, Marissa Balasco, Kimberly Berry,
Kendra Sroka, Jason L Viveiros, Angela M. Labonte', Kimberly Patton, Emi
Minami, Ann M. Doyle (Outreach Education Coordinator)
I
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Sitting (1 to /?,): laArfn Rahman, Lynn Chrishmas, Patsy Jobey, Samuel McCord, Paulo Nunes, Ricky Tavares,
Mayu Katata, Tony Stark
Standing (L to R): Gurpreet Baksni, Shun Teraawa, Haywood Barnes, Erica Curtis, Ayami Lehikwa, Brooke
Gigueve, Viktor Solorzano, Christina Dissmore, Lisa Michaud, Ramiro Guatman, David Weeden, Brian Moretti,
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(Z. to /?,); Secretary Pat Hogan, Melanie Medeiros, Editor-in-Chief Jennifer
Cullen, and Beth Resendes














On foote: Jennifer Hartnett
Middle Row (L to R): Christina Ferrari, Lisa Bartram,
Danny Mayhew, Alicia Vatalaru, Petra Gianopoulos,
Casey Ristaino
Back Row (L to R): Greg Smith, Matthew Greene,






Above: Station manager and "Between the Sheets'" host Donovai
Fauvelle commands the airwaves.
Left: DJ Reed spins the hits during the Activities Fair.












Front flow (1 to /?,): Scott Lawrence, Dan Pessia, Scott Garcia, Joe DePerr
Middle Row (L to R): Rob Frost, John Tormey, Mike Long, Chris Pray
Back (L to R): Shawn Flannery, Jeff Trucchi, Brian Arsenault, Scott Riley
Derek Clara
**** The members of the yearbook staff would like to apologize in advance for misspellings of any
names of any members of student organizations, as in some cases, it was quite difficult to obtain
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Whazzzzzup, Bridgewater State ?
Second Semester 2001
''- ter -£<- -^^s
&
BSC opens the Hunt School as a campus build-
ing. Vacant for two years, the building was
purchased for $225,000 and now houses col-
lege classrooms and offices. In addition, the
college will also provide thetownwith computer
services worth another $600,000.
Ska band Reel Big Fish entertains an
exuberantcrowd in the Lower Great Hill Lot
as the headliner band for Spring Fest 2001.
^r -^•-^i
Bridgewater native and 1990 graduate of
Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High
School, Dave Morwick has written, is co-




oncampus inApril. Budgeted at $120,000,
this film is a "smart thriller with more
intellectual appeal than [the popular]
'hip' slasher films" and will run in next
year's Sundance Film Festival.
Dr. Adrian Tinsleyannounced atthe college's annual
spring commencement that she will leave the office
in June 2002 after completing 13 years as the -
president of the largest state college in Massachu-
setts. President Tinsley pledged to see to the suc-
cessful conclusion of a number of major projects
undertaken during her years in office that include
$56.3 million for new buildings— including s
$17.3 million field house, a 300-bed residence
hall and a 700-seat dinini
facility on the East Side ol
campus. The college is also
in the midst of its first-evei
public capital campaign
which has a $ 10 million goal
to support more studem
scholarship and greatei
fundingforfacultyresearchl
The new buildings are scheduled to open hi
2002.
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Second Semester News (courtesy of The Comment and the BSC Homepage)
Bridgewater State College
The college says goodbye to ProfessorJohn
Heller, who joined the artfaculty in 1968 and
died onFebruary 17, 2001 ofamassive heart
attack. Heller was very active in all phases of
college life, serving on many committees,
advising students, authoring new programs,
organizing exhibits, as well as carrying a full
teaching schedule. He unselfishly shared his
time, expertise, and friendship with stu-
I' IH IIKm^I IHSHUIlvpLm 1«KtS IIJIB^IKilBlllillllallll[<
to direct his creative talents in the making of Foundation has estab-
fine jewelry and ceramics as well as serving Kshed amemorial fund in
John's memory.
on the boards and com-





BSC mourns the loss ofJerrolJustin Toldeo. Passing
away on Thursday March 15, Jerrol was a graduate
of Brockton High School in 1998 and was a Rose
Scholarship recipient here at Bridgewater. This
junior was a management science major and was




campus organizations. In an activity sponsored by SGA, Loveliness Dr. Drew
Lipinsky spoke to students in an interactive session
about the good, the bad, and the ugly ofsex, love,
health and interpersonal relation-
1
$4W\f ships. He left students with themessage to really try to
allEFti
f\ understand the differ-
TfCC ences between ,he
instincts.%/
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"The Moral of the Story": A Word from Your Editor
by Jennifer D. Grunin
When people ask me what I will
remember most after graduating
from Bridgewater-Raynham Re-
gional High School in 1999, most
would be surprised when I didn't
say it was starring as the Wicked
Stepmother in Cinderella, helping
produce excellent school newspa-
pers and yearbooks as the Editor-
in-Chief, earning my way into the
National Honors Society, finally
making it as a catcher on varsity
softball, receiving a stellar educa-
tion from some of the most dedi-
cated facultymemberson theplanet,
being awarded a full scholarship to
college and too many academic
awards to count, enjoying great
times with great friends, or stand-
ing in front of over three thousand
people on graduation day as the
valedictorian. Ironically, what I will
remember most is when my good
friend David, an eighteen year-old
boy who had been one of my best
buddies since first grade, lost his
battle with cancer.
Some might say that I am dwell-
ing on the negative and depressing.
After all, I did experience quite a
few wonderful, positive events that
have helped mold me into the per-
son I have become. However, noth-
inghas influencedmy lifemore then
watching a heartless, biological
killer reduce an affectionate,happy-
go-lucky, fun-loving, healthy,prom-
ising future artist to an emaciated
skeleton lying six feet under the
ground.
Why did an innocent boy like
David get cancer? Who knows?
Why does an excited family of four
on a trip to Disney World die in a
plane crashwhen99% of all families
202
of four arrive at their destinations
safe and sound? Why did Death
take away BSC's own Jerrol Toledo
without warning during Spring
Breakwhilemostother studentshad
the right to enjoy the much needed
vacation? Why was the so-called
bomb scarehere atBSC in June only
a "scare" andwhy did the dozens of
evacuated people (including yours
truly) live to tell the talewhilework-
ers in an Oklahoma City govern-
mentbuildingwere hardly as fortu-
nate?
Here is your answer. Innocent
people die for two reasons: A mal-
function in the great system we call
"Life" and bad luck. Kind of scary,
isn't it? Come on, isn't itfrightening
that you could close this yearbook
after reading this page, walk out-
side, and have a piano fall on your
head?
All right, all right. Enough of my
digression. What is the moral of the
stjory? How can you turn all these
negative thoughts into a positive,
life-changing experience where you
willnotwake up everyday thinking
that you are going to die? Well, my
friends, I will impart to you the
same message I did to all those in
attendance on my high school
graduation day.
Life is too short and unpredict-
able. Go ahead, laugh at things for
no reason. Take a break from work
to spend some time with good
friends. Be yourself when others
around you think and do otherwise.
Never go to bed angry. Never leave
without saying good bye. Live your
life without regrets, and, every once
in a while, don't be afraid to eat
dessert first and spoil your dinner.
No matter what the world thinks,
find and pursue something that
will make you happy. It's never too
late. Each of you has a dream;
whether it is to sing on the Broad-
way stage, travel to Europe, open a
bar and grill,become a plumber...go
for it! Whatever you set out to do,
become the best darn plumber,
homemaker or insurance salesman
that you can be.




going to work (come on, doesn't
that sound like someone you
know?). In other words, pursue
something you love. Each of you
has a rainbow. Follow it and see
where it leads.
Finally, if you left Bridgewater
State College with nothing else but
your diploma on graduation day,
be sure also to take with you these
two words: Carpe Diem, seize the
day. Make your lives extraordi-
nary.
The time to start is now. This time
is a gift... and that is why they call it
"The Present."
CAROLINE ELIZABETH PIKE
1 To- m^/ &cuA%h£er, whose/ ymXle/
Keayt ~~~
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"I know the price of success:
dedication, hard work and the
unremitting devotion to the things
||^ you want to happen "
jf Frank Lloyd Wrightk iJI W Congratulations on all you have
achieved and thank you for the













YOU ARE A SUCCESS AND A JOY! *Q^
CONGRATULATIONS AND GOD BLESS YOU!






To tough often andmuch
to ivin the, respect
of intelligentpeople
and the affection ofchildren:
to earn the appreciation
ofhonest critics andendure the
betrayaloffalsefriends;
to appreciate beauty,
tofind the best in others;
to leave the world
a bit better, whether
by a healthy child,
agardenpatch
or a redeemedsocialcondition;
to know even one life
has breathedeasier
becauseyou have lived.
That is to have succeeded.
Congratulations, Carly,
May allyour dreams come true.









May allyour dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, (Dad, Steve, andScott





you have done it, girl,
9{gw the world isyour Oyster,



















yvhat you are is a (gift
from GjocC,
IVfiat you Become is
your gift to QocC.
Love and Kisses,
Mom 4- Dad
It tookjnanyyears ofhardworl^ butyou did it!
We are so proudofyou, Mom,
andloveyou always!
Love, 15111, Courtney, %yan, andMatt
Judith Annette,
We allareproudofyou, andzue wishyou much
success andhappiness in all thatyou do,
LoveMzvays,
(Dad, Mom, Steve, &fh[ico(e




Love, Liz, Mom, &T*ad
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^enee,
Ifiis day has been a long time coming
andnow it's really Here.





We loveyou andare soproudofyou.
<Dad, Mom, Mike and%risten ^Tei^eira
Congratulations, Jewell
May today be the beginning












allthe hopefor a bright andpromisingfuture.
Love, "Dad, Mom, and%eri
To
JenniferSherman
you are like a big, beautiful
bouquet of roses — a bunch
ofcomplete happiness!
Caroline Tike, Qreat Workj
you're:
Have zve toCdyou lately hoiv much zue love you?
Congratulations and best of Cue/tin yourfuture endeavors!














Hear 91.5 WBIM's own one-woman DJ show
who will make you hip-hop, bee-bop,
and dance till you drop!
A must have for house parties
™^^^ and special occasions!

















D The Millennium Bridge, a
footbridge across the River Thames
connecting London's St. Paul
Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art
Gallery, opens in June. It is the first
bridge to be built over the Thames
in 1 00 years.
GS Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and
England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both
governments eventually promise relief.
Q Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin
is sworn into office as Russia's new
president in May 2000, succeeding
long-time leader Boris Yeltsin.
Despite fears of an authoritarian
style, Putin's public approval ratings
remain high.
*
A Floods in Southeast Asia are
caused by days of pounding rain.
Millions are forced to leave their
homes and more than a thousand
people die in the region's worst
flooding in decades.
A President Clinton travels to
Southeast Asia in November to help
mend relations between the United
States and Vietnam. He is the first
U.S. president to visit Vietnam since
the end of the war in 1975.
A A cable car carrying skiers
and snowboarders in Austria
catches fire inside a tunnel,
killing more than 150 people
on board. It is the worst Alpine













A Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic is ousted from office in
October, ending 13 years of violent
rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes
Yugoslavia's first democratically
elected president.
President Clinton makes a last-
ditch effort to broker a Middle East
peace deal before his term ends
in January 2001 by drafting a plan for
leaders of both Israel and Palestine
to review. Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser
Arafat agree to review Clinton's
proposal, but no deal is signed
before month's end.
A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet
crashes during takeoff in Taiwan,
killing 81 of the 179 people on board.
In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses
the wrong runway and collides with
construction equipment.
H Canada mourns the death of former
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who
served the country for nearly 16 years.
Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered
for his flamboyant style and his




Q In August, the Russian nuclear submarine
Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea
after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew
members are killed.
FLASH >>>
H Two hundred North and South
Koreans separated from family
members since the 1950-1953
Korean war reunite in August. The
four-day visits are a goodwill gesture
by both countries' leaders, who met
for the first time in June.
AIDS reaches epidemic proportions
in southern Africa. Leaders and
citizens throughout the world
conduct a massive educational
campaign on World AIDS Day
December 1 to teach people about
the disease that is killing 6,000
sub-Saharan Africans each day.
Uganda is struck by an occurrence
of the deadly Ebola virus that is
linked to more than 100 deaths.
The outbreak is traced to a Gulu
woman who died in September
and whose body infected other
people during the ritual cleansing
of the dead.
6-tV]R
A In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude A In August, Somalia elects its first
earthquake devastates Gujarat in
western India. The huge quake
causes an estimated $5.5 billion
in damages and kills more than
20,000 people.
president in nine years. President
Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises
to bring peace and economic
recovery to the African nation.
A Former Coca-Cola executive
Vicente Fox, of the National
Action Party, is elected president





A More than 150 world leaders meet
at the U.N. Millennium Summit in
September to discuss war, poverty,
disease and other global problems.
The meeting is the largest gathering
of world leaders in history.
S3 The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between
Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli
opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28
is claimed to have sparked the fighting.
Q In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes
outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which
punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
2000-2001
NEWS >»
Missoulian. Michael Gallacher/AP/Wide World Photos
M The U.S. Senate passes the
Permanent Normal Trade Relations
in September to open up trade
between the United States and China.
The bill is expected to increase U.S.
exports by $13 billion annually.
H Firestone initiates the largest tire
recall in history after dozens of
rollover accidents appear to be
caused by faulty treads. At least 148
deaths in the United States are linked
to the defective tires, although other
problems with sport utility vehicles
also are under investigation.
$$^
A Summer air travelers wait out
some of the worst flight delays on
record. Bad weather and heavy air
traffic cause delays that reach a
peak in June, when only 66% of
the flights arrive on time.
A Illegal downloading and missing
computer tapes threaten the security
of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons
lab in New Mexico. Several
workers at the lab are penalized
for mishandling nuclear secrets.
A The Women's Museum: An
Institute for the Future opens in
September in Dallas. The museum
profiles 3,000 remarkable
American women and features







ordered by a federal
district judge in June
to break into two
separate companies.
Company chairman
Bill Gates files for
an appeal.
A wave of Internet startup
companies, once the darlings
of the online economy, file for
bankruptcy after falling short
of stockholders' earnings
expectations. The NASDAQ stock
exchange, where most dot-coms
are traded, loses 39% of its value
for the year.
Millions of Californians go for hours
without power in January 2001 as
utility companies cut off electrical
supply due to low reserves. The
crisis, blamed on aging generating
plants, deregulation, soaring
wholesale prices and debt-ridden
utilities, spurs other states to
begin devising prevention plans.
A Many brands of taco shells and
corn chips are pulled from store
shelves and restaurants after a
consumer group detects traces
of genetically modified corn not
approved for human consumption.
S3 The Oklahoma City National
Memorial is unveiled in April 2000.
The memorial is built to honor the 168
people who died in the 1995 bombing




Amy Sancetta/AP/Wlde World Photos
Q On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in
iimbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount
ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral
votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins
Florida which gives him a narrow victory.
FLASH >>>
H In the closest presidential election
in more than 100 years, Republican
George W. Bush of Texas beats
Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee.
The race isn't decided until 36 days
after the popular election, when
Florida's hotly contested \\|^\\1ll
25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.
On election night, several TV
networks prematurely declare Al Gore
the winner in Florida, only later to
reverse themselves, twice. The
fiasco confirms many Americans'
distrust of polling and early "calling"
of elections.
In one of his first duties as President-
elect, George W. Bush nominates
Colin Powell to be Secretary of State.
The four-star Army General becomes
the first African-American in history








A Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly
ballots become common terms
during the election as Florida officials
assess voter intent. The confusion
generates national discussion for
uniform methods of voting.
A The U.S. Supreme Court casts
the deciding vote in the nation's
election. The court ends the Gore-
Bush legal battles in Florida by
stopping all recounting, an action
that effectively gives Bush victory.
A in a fiery and highly publicized
political battle, Hillary Rodham
Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio
decisively to become senator from
New York. She is the first first lady
to be elected to public office.
A Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan
is elected to the Senate days after he
dies in a November plane crash. His
widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to
serve as senator in his place.
H The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and
video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to
teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face
legal intervention.
d In October, the USS Co/eis bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of
terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.
2000-2001 >»
i Walkie-talkies make
a comeback as an
economical alternative
to cell phones. The new
generation talkies come
in wild styles and have
V^ a range of two or
more miles.
H In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole,
dramatizing concerns about global warming.
CS New photos of fiery streams of gas
that can reach 300,000 miles high may
explain why the sun's atmosphere is
hotter than its surface.
d. _ tips
I. . f-
A In July, Stephen King shakes up
the publishing world by releasing
one of the first online books, The
Plant. More than 150,000 copies
are downloaded the first week at
$1 per chapter.
A In a Guatemalan jungle,
archeologists uncover remains of an
ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than
two football fields, the palace is one
of the largest ever discovered.
A Internet appliances that provide
surfing and e-mailing capabilities
make their way to homes and schools.
The devices offer less expensive
















for shares of the teen
and business markets.
Paleontologists identify a new
species of dinosaur from fossils
found in northern Italy. The
26-foot-long, meat-eating
Saltriosaur is one of the world's
oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200
million years.
Scientists are forced to rethink the
traditional definitions of a star and
planet when 18 massive planet-like
bodies that don't revolve around
a sun are discovered in the Sigma
Orionis cluster.
A in 2000, more than 200 animal
species join the Iberian Lynx on the
World Conservation Union's List of
Threatened Species. Their addition
brings the world total to 11,046 plants
and animals having threatened status.
H Final touches are made to the
International Space Station for its
first residents. American astronaut
Bill Shepherd and two Russian
cosmonauts live on the space station
for four months starting in November.
» 2000-2001
SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT
Q Wireless devices that send
real-time personal messages
between users become the latest
communication craze. The "instant
messages" can be typed, written or
spoken, depending on the brand,
and devices cost less than $100.
Q In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric
hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor
and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per
gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.
FLASH >>>
New Internet domain names are
created to lessen the load on the
old .com standard. The new names,
slated for use in mid-2001, include
.info for general use, .biz for
businesses, .name for individuals
and .pro for professionals.
Scientists complete a rough "map'
of the genetic code that makes
a person human. The map will aid
in the detection and prevention of
cancer and other illnesses.
CS Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in
November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per
hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston,
with other routes planned for coming years.
2000-2001
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New prepaid credit cards and
online credit lines are the latest
high-tech means for parents to
control their teens' spending.
Depending on the account, parents
determine the spending limit or
the online stores where the money
can be spent and receive monthly
statements of purchases made.
H A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own
sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users
can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and
personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.
H MH-18, billed as the first national
lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to
18, hits newsstands in August. The
Men's Health offshoot covers sports,
fitness, school, relationships and
issues teenage boys face growing up.
V Techno pants, as functional as last
year's cargoes but with cleaner lines and
nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They




A American Heritage, among other
publishers, releases new dictionaries,
capturing the language of our
computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com,"
"netiquette" and "cybersurfing" are
among the new entries.
A Pleather, a synthetic fabric
that looks like leather, comes
in an array of colors and prints
and is popularized by celebrities
like singer Christina Aguilera.
A Laser eye surgery becomes an
increasingly accepted alternative to
eyeglasses and contact lenses as
the technology continues to improve.
FLASH >>>
H The popularity of Apple
Computer's translucent
berry-colored iMac sparks
a wave of similarly colored
ell phones, CD players,
ameras, irons and other
household appliances.
For the first time, females
outnumber males in internet use
in the United States, representing
50.4% of the online population
in 2000. Teenage girls are the
fastest growing user segment.
Designer faceplates become a
popular way to personalize
cell phones. The decorative
attachments come in a variety of
designs and colors to match the
user's mood or outfit.
>t- ME *
H Wordstretch bracelets become
a trendy accessory in Hollywood
and around the nation. The
multi-colored elastic bands come
inscribed with "Call me," "Money is
overrated," "Snap out of it" and




S3 Message T-shirts become fashion statements
among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey
Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos
that appear on the popular shirts.
FLASH >>>
GS High-tech, fold-up metal versions
of the old scooter are one of the year's
hottest modes of transportation but
also a leading cause of injury.
By the end of 2000, an estimated
75% of U.S. universities offer
courses online and more than 5.8
million students have logged on.
With the 2000 unemployment rate
at a low of 4%, college students
working as summer interns
command wages up to $20 an
hour, along with compensation
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Soft
A Companies like Estee Lauder,
Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin
to market products in portable
single-use packets. Products include
nail polish remover, scented wipes,
hair conditioners and moisturizers.
A Stick-on crystals and gems
become popular fashion accessories
for teen girls, accenting the face,
neck and shoulders.
A Mail-order clothing pioneer
Lands' End introduces "scan wear."
The technology captures customers'
body measurements, and allows
users to virtually "try on" clothing
when ordering via the Internet.
A "Personal TVs" by TiVo and
ReplayTV allow users to control
live TV by pausing or rewinding
and to record their favorite shows
without having to set a VCR timer
or purchase videotapes.
D Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000.
The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the
popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also
wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
S3 Teens involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and
Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth, by
launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette







Q A new computer video game called
"The Sims," which simulates the life of
a suburban family, develops a fanatical
following with teens. Players create the
characters and guide them through
building a house, furnishing it, finding
a career and running a family in their
pursuit of happiness.
H The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller
coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park
in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up




C3 Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the
town of Whoville in an adaptation of
the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch
Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which
opens in November, is the highest





a Meet the Parents, starring Robert
De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in
October. The movie wins Favorite
Comedy Motion Picture at the
People's Choice Awards, and De Niro
earns a Golden Globe nomination.
A in July, CBS launches"Big Brother," A uPN's weekly series "WWF
a reality-based show in which 10
people share living quarters for three
months until all but one are voted
out. Viewers can monitor contestants
24/7 on the show's Web site.
Smackdown!" starring professional
wrestler The Rock is the network's
most-watched show in 2000, with
7.3 million viewers.
A in December, Cast Away is
released, starring Tom Hanks as a
crash victim stranded on a desert
island for four years. For his nearly
one-man performance Hanks wins
Best Actor at the Golden Globes.
Koii Sasahara/AP/Wide World Photos
B Gamers camp outside
| electronics stores to
I
secure the long-awaited
I Sony PlayStation 2, which
is goes on sale in October
| in limited quantities. The
new version allows users
to listen to CDs and watch
DVD movies in addition to
playing games.
The first big hit in 2001 is Save
the Last Dance, which opens in
January. The teen romance,
starring Julia Stiles and Sean
Patrick Thomas, earns close to
$50 million in its first two weeks.
Pay It Forward, a movie based on
the idea of performing random
acts of kindness, opens in October
starring Haley Joel Osment,
Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.
Tom Cruise reprises his role as
Ethan Hunt in the action sequel
Mission: Impossible 2. The May
release is summer's biggest box-office
draw and 2000's second-highest
grossing film, earning more than
$215 million.
MOVIES TELEVISION GAMES
Q Popular television series prompt the introduction
of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants
To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.
FLASH >>>
D NBC's White House drama "The
West Wing," starring Martin Sheen,
Allison Janney and Richard Schiff,
sets a record for receiving the most
Emmys in a single season with nine
wins, including Outstanding Drama Series.
In November, illusionist David
Blaine is encased in ice for 62
hours in New York's Times Square,
assisted only with air and
water tubes and a catheter. Blaine,
who was seeking notoriety over
national TV, survives the stunt but
requires hospitalization.
Russell Crowe becomes a
household name with the release
of Gladiator. The epic film wins
a Golden Globe Award for Best
Drama as well as an acting nod
for Crowe.
II
A NBC's "Will & Grace" is one of
television's 10 most watched shows
in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and
Megan Mullally win Emmys for their
roles as Jack and Karen.
A Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers'
spoof on horror movies, is among
the year's 10 highest grossing films.
The July release earns more than
$157 million and is voted the Teen
Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.
A Fox's "Dark Angel" is voted
Favorite New Television Dramatic
Series at the 2001 People's Choice
Awards. The series, set in the year
2019, explores the life of a genetically
enhanced heroine named Max.
A in July, Wolverine, Cyclops,
Storm and other super-powerful
comic book characters are brought
to life in X-Men. The movie grosses
over $157 million, one of the year's
10 biggest box-office draws.
Q Charlie's Angels, based on the popular 70s TV series, is one of the top
20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore,
Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in
November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.
GS The year's hottest TV show is CBS's
"Survivor," in which 16 contestants
compete for a million dollars by surviving
on a tropical island for 39 days. More than
51 million viewers tune in for the final episode.
Based on its success, CBS launches a second




D A new board game called "Hip-
Hop Hall of Fame" capitalizes on
the popularity of the music genre.
Players make their way around
an album-like board by answering
questions about Hip-Hop performers,
songs, culture and history.
H In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the
"1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards" in September. The show is the first
primetime network Spanish language telecast on American TV and draws
7.5 rnjllion viewers.
' Alex Gao/AP/Wide Worll
Hip-Hop remains one of the year's
dominant sounds, with acts such as
DMX, Jay-Z and Ludacris all making
k
Billboard's Top 40 with new songs
and selling more than a million




A 'N Sync's No Strings Attached
becomes the top-selling album of
2000 with 10 million units sold. The
lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three
MTV awards and receives a Grammy
nomination for Record of the Year.
A Pop star Bjbrk wins MTV's
Breakthrough Video Award for "All
Is Full of Love." The Icelandic
newcomer is also nominated for a
Golden Globe and a Grammy for
her music in Dancer In the Dark.
A Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New A Lee Ann Womack wins the
Artist in a Video award for her hit Country Music Association's award
single "I Try." Gray is also nominated for Best Single with "I Hope You
















Madonna scores a record-setting
12th No. 1 single with the release
of "Music." In December, she
weds director Guy Ritchie in a
Scottish castle.
Irish artist Samantha Mumba
makes the music charts in 2001
with her hit song "Gotta Tell You."
The 17-year-old joins fellow
countrymen U2 and The Corrs
on the American airwaves. H Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp,
proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock
bands, with their singles "Higher" and
"With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top
5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list.
The group wins American Music
Association's Favorite Alternative Artist





Q Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with
benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney
Spears' Oops... I Did it Again, Eminem's The Marshall Mathers
LP, Limp Bizkit's Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored






H Napster loses several court battles with the recording
industry over copyright infringement. The popular online
music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces
shut-down unless it can create a new business formula
that satisfies the major recording labels.
The Beatles begin 2001 atop the
Billboard album chart with the
album 1. The CD sells more
than 5 million copies over the
holiday season.
Sisqo, a member of the R&B
band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000.
The singer tops the singles chart
with "Incomplete" and "Thong
Song" and takes home awards
from Billboard and the American
Music Association.
Chip Wass
Ben Vanhouten/AP/Wide World Photos
Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000.
Groups including matchbox twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top
both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent,"
"Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."
mmcumim
n Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status
at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy





I The New York Yankees defeat the New York
3 four games tc i in the first "Subway
^Series" since 1956. ft is the Yankees' third
f
straight World Series win and their 26th overall.
American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to
win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games
at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100-
and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes














Q Tiger Woods, 24, wins three of golf's
four major tournaments to become the
youngest player to win a career grand
slam. Woods also breaks 1
record for a single year with winnim is






A Bobby Labonte wins the 2000
NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after
eight years on the circuit. Labonte
and his brother Terry, winner of two
previous Winston Cups, are the first
brothers to win titles.
A The Houston Comets beat the
New York Liberty to win the 2000
WNBA championship. The win is
Houston's fourth in a row, and
star Cynthia Cooper is named the
finals MVP.
A In the 2001 Orange Bowl, the
underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat
the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to
win the National Championship. It
is Oklahoma's first title in 15 years.
A Australian Karrie Webb is named
the LPGA's Player of the Year for the
second time in a row. Webb wins
seven titles in 2000, including the
U.S. Women's Open in July, and sets
an earnings record of $1.8 million.
D Venus Williams dominates women's
tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match
winning streak, which includes the titles
at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well











With a win against the University
of Dayton in September, Yale
becomes the first college team
to Win 800 football games.
in January 2001 , after a three-year
hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux
returns to play for the Pittsburgh
Penguins, the hockey team
he now part-owns. Lemieux
*
becomes the first owner/player













Q Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his
second consecutive Tour de France in
July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also
writes his autobiography It's Not About




S3 The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA
championship, the franchise's first in 12 years.
The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of
| the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.
B3 tn June, the New Jersey
Devils win their second Stanley
Cup in six seasons by defeating
defending champion Dallas Stars
four games to two in the finals.
Scott Stevens wins the Conn





The racing world is stunned when
NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr.,
a seven-time Winston Cup champion,
is killed on the last lap of the
Oaytona 500 in February 2001
.
NASCAR does not retire numbers,
but car owner Richard Childress
said he will never again race
Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.
Xtreme Football debuts in February
2001. The game combines
conventional football rules with
some of the mayhem of professional
wrestling. Eight teams play in the
league's first season.





A Laura Wilkinson overcomes
three broken toes to win the
women's 10-meter platform diving
competition. Wilkinson is the first
American woman to earn the gold
in this Olympic event since 1964.
A in a huge upset, American
Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon
Gardner defeats Russian legend
Alexander Karelin for the gold in
the super heavyweight class. The
loss is Karelin's first in 13 years.
'W^Wi^fa'
A American swimmer Misty Hyman
beats out heavily favored Susie
O'Neill of Australia to win the 200-
meter butterfly. Hyman's winning
time of 2:05.88 is an Olympic record.
M94>
A American runner Michael Johnson
makes history by winning the 400-
meter run for an unprecedented
second time in a row at the Olympics.
Alvin Harrison, also from the United
States, wins the silver medal.
GS Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies
of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-
meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual
Olympic gold medal.
S3 The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl
XXXV for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore's highly touted defense
is named MVP of the game.
2000-2001
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I Q Paula Prince of Port Richey,
§ Florida, wins the sixth annual Ugly
Couch Contest, sponsored by a
slipcover manufacturer, with her
vintage 70s entry. Prince and two
other contest finalists appear on
ABC's "Live! With Regis" in October.
Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's
"Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed
reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest
ratings in its 31 -year history.
www.surefll.com/1-888-surefit
Q Fred Rogers, host of the children's
PBS show "Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood," announces he will tie
his tennis shoes for the last time,
when his final new episode airs in
August 2001. Rogers will continue to




A To observe society and learn
about himself, New Jersey native
Brett Banfe, 18, takes a one-year
vow of silence. He communicates
by e-mail, facial expressions and
business cards.
A Runner Maria Runyan, who is
legally blind, becomes the first U.S.
Paralympian to compete in the
Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the
1 , 500-meter run at the 2000 Summer
Games in Sydney, Australia.
A England celebrates the 100th
birthday of the Queen Mum, mother
of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The
beloved Mum becomes the oldest
living royal in the history of the
British Monarchy.
A in October, Slovenian climber
Davo Karnicar becomes the first
person to ski down Mount Everest.
Karnicar's two-mile descent down
the world's highest mountain
takes five hours.
H In honor of the late
cartoonist Charles M.
Schulz, 101 fiberglass
Snoopy statues— each in
a theme wardrobe— are
displayed in Schulz's hometown
of St. Paul. Several are
auctioned off in October
to raise money for
aspiring cartoonists.
FIASH >>>
Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17,
starts a business filling in for
other gamers involved in an
online roleplaying game called
"Asheron's Call." Players are
required to put in hours of
game time to keep their online
characters powerful. Busy
executives pay Griffith up to
$40 an hour to play for them.
After a record 3,545 wins and
$81 million in earnings during
her 19-year career, jockey Julie
Krone becomes the first woman





Q Controversial Indiana University
basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in
September after allegedly violating a
University-imposed code of conduct.
During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight
was often criticized for temper
outbursts. His dismissal provokes
student protest demonstrations.
What do you think?
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